PYSA Fall 2018 Placement Games (PG)
Placement Games August 17-19, 2018

•

As is done during league play, each team must have their medical releases on hand during the
PG.

•

Each team participating in the PG will be required to pay the referee fees which will be (½) the
middle and (1) linesman.

•

The referee fees will be:
U11-U12—Middle $34 Linesman $24
U13-U14—Middle $40 Linesman $28
U15-U16—Middle $48 Linesman $30
U17-U19—Middle $60 Linesman $38

(each team brings $41) ($17 for the middle and $24 for a linesman)
(each team brings $48) ($20 for the middle and $28 for a linesman)
(each team brings $54) ($24 for the middle and $30 for a linesman)
(each team brings $68) ($30 for the middle and $38 for a linesman)

Teams need to bring correct change to the field, preferably cash or club check.
•

The U11-U14 will play 30min/halves; the U15-U19 will play 35min/halves.

•

Each team must have their current signed roster and pictures uploaded in the Placement Games
Event. (Guest players are not allowed and we do not allow Player Pass in the PPIL)

•

Home team wears white or their lightest color and will be required to change if there is a color
conflict. However, the visiting team cannot wear white, or a light color, to force the home team into
a jersey change. If the visiting team wears white or a light color they will be required to change.

•

Each team needs to bring a game ball to every game.

•

Virtual ID Cards are required during the Placement Games and League Play. You will need to
have your Virtual ID Cards ready to view on your smart phone for the referees to check-in the
team before each game.

•

No warming up in the penalty area (18 yard box).

•

NO DOGS!

•

Trainers will be available.

•

There will be mandatory water breaks with a running clock.

•

3.11.2 Misconduct of Youth Players/Coaches/Assistant Coaches
o Yellow Cards A player receiving a second yellow card in a single game is suspended for the balance
of that game and the next game within that competition.
o Red Cards A player receiving a red card or a coach/assistant coach who is sent off is suspended for
the balance of that game and the next game within that competition, or if in the last game of the
competition, may be referred to North Texas for further sanctions.

•

Casts or Splints (this rule applies to any equipment used to protect or prevent an injury) may be
worn during play only at the discretion of the referee.

•

The referee has the sole authority on the field to make all decisions including player safety in
accordance with the USYSA, FIFA and PYSA guidelines. This includes but is not limited to hair
accessories like clips, beads or bands, as well as jewelry.

•
Team Standing:
Team standings will be based on the following scoring system:
Win =
6 points, plus 1 point for each goal scored, (max of 3 goals)
Tie =
3 points, plus 1 point for each goal scored, (max of 3 goals)
Loss =
0 points, plus 1 point for each goal scored, (max of 3 goals)
Bonus = 1 point is awarded for a shutout (opponent not scoring)
Forfeit = Scored as a 3-0 win and a total of 10 points will be awarded
Forfeit is defined as a team that no-shows for a scheduled game.
Tie Breakers
Tie Breakers will be determined in the following priority:
(1) Point Total
(2) Head to Head
(3) Goal differential, the number of goals scored minus the number of goals allowed (there is no cap
for tie breakers)
(4) Most Goals scored
(5) Most Shut Outs
(6) Fewest Penalty Card Points, the card points will be figured using one point for each yellow card
and two for each red card.
If there is an issue at the fields or an injury please call 972-665-6804.
Thanks
PPIL

